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How do we give teachers more Child-Time?

Discover more Child-Time with 
Juniper Education

Teaching has been officially recognised by the Health 
and Safety Executive as high on the list of the most 
stressful jobs. 

But despite this the number of teachers who say they 
would leave the profession if they could find an alternative, 
suitably paid job appears to be falling – and that’s against 
the backdrop of Covid-19. 

This is mostly down to the precious time teachers 
spend with the children they support – it’s why most 
teachers enter the profession and also what makes the 
job so rewarding.

In the grip of the pandemic, the usual pressures will only 
have increased, intensifying the impact on the physical and 
mental health of staff. 

The tasks which add to a teacher’s workload and stress 
such as lesson planning, marking, pupil assessment and 
administration can’t be avoided altogether.  But with so 
many responsibilities eating up teachers’ time, what can 
senior leaders do to free up more time for teaching?

This e-booklet is a compilation of a series of workload 
reducing articles, published at the end of 2020. The ideas 
have been compiled by our team of former primary school 
leaders and school improvement partners. They have 
broken the content down into easy-to-follow steps so no 
matter how big your current to do-list is, you will be able 
to find strategies that you can implement quickly to start 
saving your teachers time.

Juniper Education provides complete answers for schools, with the right combination of technology and supporting 
services to assist you and your school team. Our educational experts know how to help your school discover more 
Child-Time by reducing workloads. 

We can ensure you meet the challenge of the 2020/21 academic year, when focusing on what really counts has 
never been more important.

To discuss how we can help with reducing workloads in your school, please contact us on 0345 200 8600 
or email enquiries@junipereducation.org

INTRODUCTION
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IDENTIFYING 
WORKLOAD ISSUES 
IN YOUR SCHOOL
Introduction
Let’s begin by ditching the clichés and management 
speak. Teaching is the priority. The reason for opening 
the school gate every morning. 

But when the school gate closes every evening, the extra 
responsibilities of the role often spill into precious evenings 
and weekends. There simply aren’t enough hours in 
the day.

Pressures from tasks such as lesson planning, marking, 
pupil assessment, school development and administration 
add to the workload, which impacts on staff wellbeing 
and raises the inevitable question, ‘Is this really why I got 
into teaching?’

Some tasks come with the territory, but this project has 
been designed to provide you with the opportunity to take 
a step back, challenge current practices and remind you 
of some proven best practice strategies to win back more 
Child-Time for you and your staff.

FEEDBACK

Ask staff to list 6 admin 
tasks and rank them 

in order.

TODAY

CHANGE

Act on outcomes and 
review impact.

THIS YEAR

WORKSHOP

Arrange a workload 
workshop. Agree to keep, 
tweak or abandon tasks.

NEXT TERM
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What can I do today?

MORE CHILD-
TIME ACTIONS

[The email]
Dear team,

To say this year has been a challenge is a huge 
understatement! 2020 has been the hardest 
yet to work in school and I am mindful and 
deeply appreciative of just how much you have 
worked together to help ensure students get a 
good standard of learning no matter what the 
circumstances have been. Thank you.

I want to make sure that, as we start looking ahead 
to next term, we put some strategies in place to 
help reduce workload so we have more time to 
devote to ourselves and our pupils. Therefore, I 
am asking each of you to write out which tasks are 
taking you the most amount of time so we can start 
to identify the priorities and improve or remove 
tasks across the school.

With that in mind, I would be grateful if you could 
complete the following table and return it back to 
me by [add date in]. This will be the first step in 
the process of creating more child time in the 
school day.

Thank you in advance for your support.

Kind regards,

xxxxxx.

No doubt your team already knows you are committed 
to reducing their workload but with all the changes 
schools have had to manage this last year, it’s likely 
new tasks have been added to everyone’s to-do list 
on a regular basis.

Without realising it, one task is piled on top of another 
and soon everyone is stretched to the limit. So, if you 
have not already done a review of what tasks are currently 
eating up staff time, now is the moment to start making 
change happen.

Contact staff and ask them to do the following:

• Write down 6 administrative tasks that they do 
every day

• Rank them high to low in terms of time and effort to 
complete and their impact on teaching and learning

• Ask them to comment on what they think would be 
the consequence if they stopped doing it and how this 
would impact teaching and learning

You can then use these responses to form the basis of 
your activity to reduce workload next term.

To help with this, we have drafted the email so you can get 
started on this task today, no matter how busy you are.

Task Time to complete 
(Low, Med, High)

Impact on teaching 
and learning
(Low, Med, High)

Comment: What do you think would be the 
consequence if you stopped doing this task?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Write down six administrative tasks that eat up your time:
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What shall I work on next term?
Every action has a consequence. The challenge for any 
school leader is to ensure that any action that is taking a 
lot of time reaps high teaching and learning rewards. 

However, as time goes by and teams evolve, processes 
naturally change and you may be left with a range of 
workflows that have not been challenged for a while. 

How many tasks are conducted for the following reasons?

• ‘Because we have always done it that way’

• ‘Because Ofsted needs it’

• ‘Because parents expect it’

The aim of any headteacher is to get to the point where 
many of these reasons are eliminated.

Instead you want the answer to be ‘Because it helps 
the children.’

This is the focus of your more Child-Time actions for next term.

• Once you have collected the feedback from teachers, 
establish a workshop date 

• Before the workshop, rank the tasks or even plot them on 
a graph if you have time

• Structure the workshop to review feedback for common 
themes and home in on the high effort, low impact tasks 

• The focus of the workshop is to conclude with which 
tasks you keep, tweak or abandon 

• Agree a timeline for change

If high workload, low impact tasks cannot be tweaked to 
secure more Child-Time it’s time to be bold and consider 
abandoning them.

What shall I be working on 
for the rest of the year?

Expected results

As a leader, you know that the most important aspect of 
identifying workload issues is to act on them. The school 
leadership team must keep everyone focused on the 
timeframes for change and the outcomes.

The prize is more time for children.

It is also important to remember that as you continue to 
deal with the fallout of the pandemic, appraising workload 
and taking action will need to be addressed regularly in 
order to make a positive difference to children.

In addition, the impact of any change needs to be assessed 
so that staff are aware of the value of the changes made.

Your key actions for the rest of the year are therefore 
as follows:

• Act on the outcomes of your workload workshop

• Continue to encourage your staff to bring their own 
specific workload issues directly to you

• Publish details of the areas where workload savings have 
been made

• Fix a date for another workload group session in the 
summer term and early in the next academic year

The time you spend understanding how and where the pressure points are for teachers in your school will always be 
time well spent. It will help you to cut out unnecessary administration and other tasks that are preventing teachers from 
focussing on what they do best – boosting pupils’ learning and achievement.

Lighter workloads unlock more Child-Time and this is ultimately what teachers need more of to make a real difference.

Low
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Impact on Teaching and Learning

High

High
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CURRICULUM 
PLANNING
Introduction
In every school across the land, teachers dedicate hours 
of their lives to planning, including during the evenings, 
weekends and holidays. 

While it should be a joyous, creative journey where 
wonderful lessons are dreamt up and beautiful resources 
created, planning often involves your teachers spending 
time producing copious documents that may not always 
have a proportional impact on teaching and learning. 

There’s no doubt that excessive curriculum planning can 
take its toll on the workload and wellbeing of your staff. 
But it doesn’t have to be that way.

Effective planning is a critical part of a teacher’s job, but 
it’s important to consider the return on investment in terms 
of time. There is no need to spend three hours preparing 
a five-minute starter activity, for instance. And not every 
single resource needs to be laminated.

For maximum impact, a teacher needs to ask four 
simple questions:

• What do my children need to learn?

• What is the best way to deliver this learning?

• How can I support the children who need it?

• How can I challenge the children who need it?

This helps to shift the focus back onto the people we’re 
doing this for – the children – by creating more Child-Time 
for you and your staff.

FEEDBACK

Ask staff to tell you ONE 
thing that would help them 

with their PPA time.

TODAY

REVIEW

Hold a planning workshop 
and act on outcomes.

THIS YEAR

DIALOGUE

Introduce a regular lesson 
planning surgery for your 

staff.

NEXT TERM
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What can I do today?

MORE CHILD-
TIME ACTIONS

Dear team,

I know how much hard work goes into curriculum 
planning and resourcing lessons, and I would like 
to make sure your PPA time is as productive 
as possible.

PPA time is an important part of your working 
week, but in our busy school it can be hard to find a 
quiet moment to take stock and prepare. I would like 
you to think about what would make your PPA time 
work better for you.

You might want to do your PPA at a different time 
of the day, in a different part of the school, or 
perhaps you would prefer to spend PPA time 
at home.

Please tell me one thing that would help you get 
more from your PPA time by [insert date]

I look forward to hearing your thoughts.

Kind regards,

xxxxxx.

Ask your teachers how they could get more from their 
PPA time

If you have not reviewed how PPA time is used recently, 
contact staff and explain to them that you would like to help 
them make the most of their PPA time.

Put up a notice in the staffroom, or send out an email to 
ask your teachers what one thing would help them get 
more from their PPA time.

To help out, we have put together some words for you to 
use in a poster, email or group chat so you can get it out to 
your teachers today.

Take some time next week to review the suggestions

Read through the suggestions your staff have made to see 
if they are easy and practical to implement. Check back 
in with your staff to let them know if and when you can 
accommodate their ideas. This confirms you value their 
suggestions and want to help.

Changes such as shifting someone’s PPA time to the 
morning when there are likely to be fewer interruptions, 
giving them a longer PPA session every fortnight or 
enabling teachers to work collaboratively could make a 
world of difference to your teachers’ planning sessions.

What shall I work on next term?
Set up a regular curriculum and planning surgery

You know from experience that teachers plan and deliver 
their best learning when they are in the right frame of mind 
for the job, and in these worrying times, we need to do all 
we can to promote everyone’s wellbeing. 

However, if your teachers are burning the midnight oil on 
lesson planning, or spending entire weekends trawling 
Google for an engaging activity about the Roman invasions, 
they won’t be at their best in the classroom.

As a school leader, you undoubtedly want to help your staff 
streamline the planning process, and overcome any barriers 
standing in the way. Are your teachers struggling with the 
workload? Perhaps they need support to deliver learning 
to different abilities in the class? Maybe they are finding it 
tricky to sequence learning for their children?

To get to the heart of what teachers are thinking, you need 
to give them the opportunity to talk to you about curriculum 
and planning in a safe, non-judgmental environment. 

Next term, set up a regular surgery for staff to come to 
you and air their views, share their ideas and ask questions 
about everything to do with curriculum and lesson planning.
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What shall I be working on 
for the rest of the year?

Expected results

Run a lesson planning workshop

A workshop is a great way to enable your teachers to 
share their ideas and best practice. 

Set a date for the workshop and ask each teacher to:

• Come with an example of a great lesson and explain the 
impact it had

• Come with an example of a lesson that didn’t work so 
well, and explore why

• Review ways to share the planning load e.g. by sharing 
resources or working collaboratively

• Review the key outcomes and agree with your staff how 
best to act on them. 

Every school is different, and any changes you make to 
your school’s planning process may not be the same as in 
the school next door. However, the overriding focus should 
be to help teachers use their planning time to the best 
possible effect.

Your key actions for the rest of the year 

• Continue to run planning surgeries as frequently as 
needed

• Continue to review the findings and use these to refine 
your approach

• Regularly invite staff to share best practice 

• Challenge practices which sap your teachers’ time

As educators, we all strive every day to create engaging, challenging and purposeful learning opportunities for the children 
in our classrooms. By encouraging open communication with staff, you can help your teachers use their planning time well 
so that lessons have a positive impact on every child in the classroom.

You can’t make more hours in the day, but you can help your teachers do more with the hours they have. This will result in 
more purposeful lesson planning, and crucially, it will give you more Child-Time.

How to organise your surgery

• Schedule your surgery for a set time of the week, for 
example every other Wednesday

• Encourage teachers to book some time with you during 
the surgery times

• Listen to your teachers and find out what they love and 
hate about planning

• Use the time to provide advice and support

• Offer staff the option to respond anonymously with a 
letter in the pigeon-hole if they prefer

• Review the outcomes at the end of the term and share 
useful findings with staff where appropriate

Suggested topics for discussion in the surgery

Remind your teachers to ask themselves the following 
questions when planning a lesson:

• What is it my children need to learn?

• What do I need to teach to get them there?

• Which activities will have most impact on their 
understanding of this topic?

Encourage them to visualise the children in the classroom:

• Which children are going to need additional support to 
get the most from this lesson?

• What support will they need and how can I provide it?

• Which children need an extra challenge to get the most 
from this lesson?

• What challenge do they need and how can I provide it?

Take note of any difficulties and concerns a teacher raises 
and make another appointment to address the issues.

Keep a running log of any brilliant ideas which arise from 
the surgeries and use them to create a planning workshop 
later in the year
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MAKING MARKING 
AND FEEDBACK 
COUNT
Introduction
School leaders know that meaningful feedback needs 
to be delivered in a way that motivates children to 
make good progress. 

A positive comment or piece of constructive guidance on 
a child’s work can build confidence, help them develop 
critical analysis skills and encourage them to reach their 
learning goals. 

But marking and providing feedback can be so 
time-consuming for your team of teachers, eating into their 
work life balance and hoovering up precious Child-Time.

We’ve put a few suggestions together to help you 
implement a marking strategy that is tried and tested 
by educators to help you banish time-heavy processes 
and release more time for teachers to do what they do 
best – teach.

SHAPE A MORE 
EFFICIENT MARKING 

STRATEGY

Introduce symbols 
for common feedback 

comments.

TODAY

REVIEW AND IMPROVE

Review marking and make 
sure you use IT to work 

smarter, not harder.

THIS YEAR

MAKE CHANGE HAPPEN

Expand peer reviewing 
with symbols.

NEXT TERM
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What can I do today?

MORE CHILD-
TIME ACTIONS
You may already be thinking about ways to reduce the burden of marking on teachers and find more 
efficient methods to give children the information they need to make progress in their learning.

One proven strategy that we have seen implemented in schools in a matter of weeks is to replace the 
labour-intensive task of providing written comments with a scheme that uses symbols which are easy 
to identify and quick to draw. 

These symbols then form the basis of a peer review system which allows pupils to take a central role in 
feedback, enabling them to develop the skills of their classmates and their own understanding of what 
progress looks like.

This approach is simple to implement and you could get started today.

Shape a more efficient marking strategy

Ask teaching staff across your school to create a list of 
the comments they use most frequently when marking 
children’s work across a range of subjects. 

You could take a few minutes to flick through a sample of 
pupils’ exercise books too, to get a feel for the issues that 
tend to generate more wordy feedback. 

Next, work with staff to create a symbol that can be 
substituted across the school for each comment or phrase 
on the list.

Make sure that the symbols you choose are easy to 
interpret and quick to draw. Remember the plan is for 
the children to start using them further down the line. 

Once you have a symbol in place for each comment, 
choose one to start rolling out next term in one subject 
to keep things simple to begin with. 

So, instead of…. Use

That’s a really great example

Try to keep your writing within the margins
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Roll out peer reviewing

Once your school’s new marking and feedback process is 
more deeply embedded, you can take it a step further to 
save more Child-Time for teachers.

1 Encourage teachers to split pupils into small groups 
during lessons, asking the children to use the symbols to 
evaluate their own work and that of their peers. 

2 Again it is better to start with something simple, such 
as evaluating handwriting, and giving pupils a model of 
what ‘good’ work looks like to make it easier for them to 
feedback effectively.

3 Ask all pupils to look for the neatest and most consistent 
handwriting with their partners so that they become 
familiar with this process. It is much more manageable 
for the teacher to check one aspect of feedback than lots 
at one time.

4 Working in twos or threes allows pupils to discuss what 
good handwriting looks like but a set of ground rules 
will help these discussions stay focused on what a pupil 
has done well and where they can improve, rather than 
veering towards what is ‘wrong’ with the work. Always 
ask them to start with the positives first.

5 Make sure there is time left during the lesson for pupils 
to improve the areas identified.

Increase in-lesson feedback

1 Now pupils are able to evaluate their work in one area 
and they know and understand a repertoire of symbols, 
they will have the skills to take more responsibility for 
providing feedback for themselves and their peers.

2 Part way through each lesson, ask pupils to work in 
threes to review their work, taking each child’s work in 
turn. The pupils whose work is looked at first should 
place their work on top of the others and that pupil 
should hold the pencil.

3 Pupils should discuss together the most effective parts of 
the work, then the author should underline this section.
Next, pupils should together choose one aspect which 
could be further improved, using the marking symbols 
to indicate this. Again, it is only the author who should 
annotate their work.

4 Allow time at the end of each lesson for pupils to work 
on any areas for improvement to keep them motivated 
and making progress.

Once children are able to evaluate and improve their work 
within the lesson, the need for distance-marking decreases 
and the people who are working hardest on marking are 
the ones who will benefit from it most – the children.

What shall I work on next term?
Make change happen

Get teachers to talk to their pupils in advance about the 
new symbol so they know that they will start to see it on 
their work and understand what it means when they do.

Encourage teachers to engage in more in-class feedback 
using the symbol too, and to make it clear to pupils what 
action they are expected to take when they see it in 
their books.  

More symbols can be added one by one over the next few 
weeks and months as the children become familiar with the 
new system.
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What shall I be working on 
for the rest of the year?
Review and improve

1 Provide regular opportunities for teaching 
staff to share new ideas and examples of best 
practice throughout the year so that you 
can continue to incorporate more effective 
feedback within lessons. 

2 Identify teachers who excel in specific feedback 
strategies and encourage teachers to visit other 
classes to see best practice. 

3 Update your marking and feedback policy to reflect 
your current practice – you could include photos 
of pupils’ work to make it clearer for new staff 
and governors.

4 Monitor the impact of new marking practices 
on workload and teachers’ wellbeing to ensure 
change is having a positive impact.

What to consider The advantage

Pupil trackers allow teachers to assess pupils against 
objectives during lessons.

Avoids ‘double-handling’ of ticking success criteria in 
exercise books then recording this progress electronically.

Give pupils personalised feedback in a visual format. 
Many pupil trackers and MIS offer this option.

It can be quicker and offers a more visual option than 
giving feedback and targets to children verbally.

Link photos and videos to statements as evidence of 
pupil attainment.

It’s fun for pupils and eliminates the requirement to write 
details of what has been observed.

Expected results
Implementing a system of marking symbols and increased use of peer-provided feedback can have a positive 
impact across your school.  

You can save hours of time for teachers and at the same time, support children’s learning and development. 

Pupils will build the skills they need to correct careless mistakes and evaluate their own and classmates’ work. 
But most importantly, they will learn how to take an active role in their own progress. 

With feedback integrated into the teaching process, you can reduce the need for detailed distance-marking, 
ease teachers’ workloads and free up more Child-Time.

Work smarter not harder

Look at the technology and tools you have access to that can help teachers to work more efficiently and effectively 
to provide valuable feedback to children across your school.
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PUPIL PROGRESS
BEYOND 
TRACKING
Find out more here

Bring it all together into 
actionable whole-child 

teacher insights.

TRACKER

Grow a new generation of 
subject enthusiasts through 

integrated curriculum 
alignment.

CURRICULUM

The natural child-parent-
school link we’ve all been 

waiting for.

AWARDS

https://junipereducation.org/juniper-sonar/


DATA 
MANAGEMENT
Introduction
If you ask a school head why they are using a data 
system such as a pupil tracker, they will say it is to 
improve pupil outcomes. 

The ability to easily spot gaps in learning or see a 
downward trend in literacy for pupils on free school meals 
appearing over time, allows teachers and school leaders to 
target strategies to support pupils quickly.

Occasionally however, the focus becomes the data itself 
and the end goal can get blurred. At this point entering 
school data becomes a bureaucratic burden.

Take the example of a school which is tracking outcomes 
using the national curriculum objectives in reading, writing, 
maths and science. 

That’s a total of 218 learning objectives in the Year 
6 curriculum. 

With 32 pupils in the class, that would amount to over 
20,000 assessment outcomes a year if you assume 
each child has to move through the three outcomes 
of ‘not understanding’ to ‘understood’ for each objective. 

That represents 20,000 boxes to tick or data entry points. 
Time which would be better spent with children.

The mantra with data, therefore, has to be less is more. 
Record only meaningful progress information and reuse 
the same data many times.

There are some simple ways school leaders can achieve 
this and create more Child-Time for their teachers.

QUESTION

Book a meeting with senior 
colleagues to discuss your 

school’s use of data.

TODAY

CHANGE

Decide if your tracking and 
assessment system meets 

your needs.

THIS YEAR

REVIEW

Check whether the data you 
record has an impact on 

pupil outcomes.

NEXT TERM
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It’s a great opportunity to highlight practices which 
have little impact on pupil outcomes, and to find 
ways to get the insight you need in more productive 
ways by examining good practice that already takes 
place in the school. 

Arranging this meeting is an important first step in 
the journey to releasing more Child-Time.

What can I do today?

MORE CHILD-
TIME ACTIONS
Book a meeting with your senior staff

If you feel the data entry burden may be too heavy in 
your school, your first step in reducing it is to book 
time in your next meeting with your senior teachers 
to discuss how your school uses data. 

Prepare staff and ask them to think about these 
questions before the meeting:

1 Who are we collecting assessment data for?

2 What benefits do we want our teachers to gain 
from formative assessment?

3 Which learning objectives need to be recorded in 
the pupil tracker?

4 Is the current way we record data taking up too 
much of their time?

5 Is the current way we record data having a positive 
impact on pupils?

6 How often do we want teachers to record 
assessment data?

The sweet spot 
= High impact 
on pupils/
Low impact on 
teacher time

Low
Low

Im
pa

ct
 o

n 
pu

pi
ls

Teachers time

High

High

What shall I work on next term?
Hold the meeting and use the outcomes to refresh your 
data management policy 

If your meeting reveals that the current approach isn’t 
having enough of an impact on pupil outcomes, or if too 
much teacher time is being taken up with low impact tasks, 
it’s time for a change. 

There has to be a happy medium however, as no one wants 
a return to everything in a folder or filing cabinet and no 
central view of class or school progress. 

Ask yourself exactly what level of data you will need to 
answer the following questions:

• What can the children do?

• What they need to learn?

• Where the gaps are in learning?

• How these gaps can be filled?

Strip back to the most important data and consider 
switching to a simpler Point-in-Time Assessment (or 
PITA model) which allows for fewer data entry points for 
tracking attainment and progress – maybe just three times 
a year.

Examine how you can use the same data for multiple uses. 
Can you make the same information work for:

• Monitoring pupil progress

• Curriculum and intervention planning

• Reporting to parents

• Reporting to governors and other stakeholders

This will help you shape a more effective approach to 
managing your pupil data which focuses on what is 
important, without taking up valuable time.
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What shall I be working on 
for the rest of the year?

Expected results

Review your tracking system

Once you have identified what you need from your pupil 
data, you should look at your current systems and ask 
whether they can provide it. 

Here are some questions to use as a starting point:

• How many different systems do we use?

• Do we find ourselves re-keying the same information 
in different places?

• Can we use one system to avoid duplication?

One key consideration is how well your pupil tracker aligns 
with your management information system (MIS). This will 
help you link a pupil’s progress with key details about that 
pupil, for example their family circumstances or educational 
needs, giving you a fuller picture of the child.

The Juniper Horizons MIS is one system that can help 
primary schools get the big picture of a pupil, class or 
cohort as it has been designed with a classroom first, 
rather than school office first approach in mind. 

So this year, take steps to ensure your systems are 
right for your school:

• Examine whether your current system can meet 
your needs

• Contact your existing vendor and ask if you could be 
getting more from your system

• Arrange a training session with your vendor for you 
and your colleagues

A fresh approach to data management and the systems you use to support it will strengthen the impact on pupil progress, 
while reducing the workload for teachers.

You will find that the purpose of the data you collect becomes clearer and the information will be more relevant to the 
decisions you and your stakeholders make.

There will be increased accuracy in the data and greater clarity in what it is telling you. And if you link your assessment 
data to your MIS, you will gain a fuller picture of the pupils in your school.

By streamlining the way you collect, enter and monitor your data, you will reduce unnecessary work and sharpen the 
focus on what is important – improving pupil outcomes.
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SUPPORTING 
STAFF WELLBEING
Introduction
More Child-Time doesn’t necessarily mean physically 
spending more time with the children.

It can also mean being in the right frame of mind and 
feeling positive, energised and supported enough to be able 
to carry out your role effectively. 

It means looking after yourself and your team and building 
resilience. It’s about changing habits which can be 
detrimental to wellbeing and prevent teachers from walking 
into their classrooms ready to give their all.  

More Child-Time in this sense means proactively seeking 
to manage and improve wellbeing across your school, so 
that you can make a real difference to the ‘day-to-day’ and 
subsequently, the quality of teaching.

We have pulled together some easy to implement actions 
and links to useful resources to help improve staff 
wellbeing across your school.

PLANNING

Start scheduling emails.
Order Lift! by David 

Gumbrell.

TODAY

FOCUS ON YOU

Do more of what you love.
Consider coaching.

THIS YEAR

MAKE TIME

Introduce SLT story time.
View the Resilient 
Teachers webinar.

NEXT TERM
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What can I do today?

MORE CHILD-
TIME ACTIONS
Start scheduling emails

The use of email at night or weekends is always a 
contentious issue, especially when some members of staff 
actually prefer to manage their workload by attending to 
emails when they have a quiet few hours at home, citing 
that it helps their wellbeing. So, a blanket ban on out-of-
hours email is not the answer. 

Instead, if you have not done so already, consider making it 
a policy across the school that any emails drafted outside 
of hours, say between 6pm and 7am, are delayed so they 
are delivered during working hours.

If you are not sure how to do this, here are some simple 
instructions for Microsoft and Google, but there is help just 
a Google search away for any system you use.

• How to delay or schedule an email in Microsoft Outlook

• How to delay or schedule an email in Google

Laura McInerney, from Schools Week, summarises the 
issues with email in this excellent article: 
How schools should manage out of hours emails

Order Lift!

It’s hard to take a step back sometimes and see where changes can be made in your 
school, which is why it is important to seek ideas from outside of your own school. 
So, get on to an online book store and place an order for David Gumbrell’s book 
LIFT!: Going up if teaching gets you down. 

The book is a treasure trove of simple to implement ideas for improving wellbeing in 
bite-sized chunks. It is perfect to help with your own wellbeing, as well as providing 
ideas for wider staff discussions around work-life balance and changing perceptions. 
Well worth £11.75 plus pp. 

Buy your copy here and enjoy the read when it arrives

“If you wouldn’t phone somebody about 
the issue, then you probably don’t need 
to send an urgent email either” 
Laura McInerney, Schools Week
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What shall I be working on 
for the rest of the year?
Prioritise your own wellbeing

School leaders are not only carrying the burden of 
pressure on their teaching staff, they are also experiencing 
high levels of anxiety themselves, particularly at the 
moment when decisions are so critical to the safety of their 
school communities. 

It is important to reflect on your own wellbeing and 
whether there is anything you can do to regain a more 
appropriate work-life balance.

Make a list of what you love

Start by making a list of all the things that make you happy. 
Then write down all the people that are important to you. 
Think about how often you see these people and how much 
time you spend doing the things you love.

Often when we are dealing with high levels of stress in 
our jobs, we give up the things we love in the belief that 
the extra time will make us more effective at work. This is 
rarely the case.

If walking or singing in the choir is on your list, make sure 
you spend time every week doing these things. 

If you realise you have not spoken to your best friends from 
university for six months, arrange a monthly online pub 
quiz, book club or wine tasting with them. 

The headspace these activities give you will make you far 
better prepared to deal with the stresses of the school day.

View the Resilient Teachers webinar

Towards the end of last year, Steph Reddington from 
Juniper Education’s Pupil Asset division was joined 
by Sue Webb (Values-based Education) and David 
Gumbrell (The Resilience Project) to talk about the 
importance of resilience in managing the inevitable 
challenges of everyday life.

Part of the webinar was to showcase the exciting 
‘VbE Resilience Survey for Staff’ which has been 
designed to ‘lift the lid’ on this conversation - to make 
staff feel valued and to help schools find bespoke 
solutions for their organisation’s specific context.

 
Watch this free webinar here

What shall I work on next term?
Introduce SLT Story Time 

Shared by one school, via #WBWednesday (a Twitter 
hashtag for promoting wellbeing), this initiative sees 
members of SLT volunteering to read stories to classes so 
that teachers and LSAs can grab 15 minutes together, over 
a cup of tea, at the end of the day. 

We appreciate that it might not work in every school, but it 
was extremely well received in the school that created the 
post and the benefits are obvious:

• Valuable time for teachers and support staff created 
at the end of the day for reflection and feedback

• Teachers feel valued and respected by SLT

• SLT get to know children better

• Children get to engage with SLT in a less ‘formal’ setting

• Children get to hear an adult read to them 

• If SLT say goodbye to the children as well, it increases 
presence and engagement with the parents
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Expected results
With everything that goes on in schools to help children make good progress, support parents at home and keep governors 
up to date, it is not easy to prioritise the mental health and wellbeing of yourself and staff. 

Time restraints mean that even if wellbeing is defined as a priority, it is often addressed with well-meant but tokenistic 
gestures, such as thank you chocolates or a one off workshop in a bid to achieve a positive and healthy environment.  

For wellbeing to improve, it is often the process driven changes that make the big difference. A policy of no weekend 
emails or a streamlined marking or assessment policy can impact a teacher’s wellbeing far more than a Twix and 
a thank you note can. The small ad-hoc gestures are still very important. They just resonate much more if there is 
acknowledgement across the school that the leadership team are open to more fundamental changes.

The result will be a teaching team that is mentally present to make sure every second they spend with the children in their 
class counts.

Consider coaching

Coaching is not for everyone, but it is certainly very effective for many.

There are professional coaches from within and outside the world of education you can call on to help talk through your 
plans and goals as well as work through some of the strains of the working week. 

You could even consider a more informal coaching relationship where you and another local head agree to meet every two 
weeks to talk through issues and support each other in finding solutions to problems.
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MANAGING 
BEHAVIOUR
Introduction
As a headteacher you know that the way a child is 
feeling is often reflected in their behaviour. Many 
children have relished a return to the more structured 
routine of the school day this year and are happy and 
thriving in their learning bubbles.

But you will also have a number of pupils who may still 
be struggling to get back to normality. You are not alone. 

In the latest Ofsted briefing, schools noted a deterioration 
in pupils’ concentration and a reduction in their mental 
and physical stamina in recent weeks. Some schools have 
also reported that children seem less willing to follow rules 
compared with when they first returned to school 
in September.

Lockdown raised new challenges for families, increased the 
number of vulnerable children in many areas and brought 
new safeguarding concerns to the fore.

So, today our team of education experts would like to 
offer you a few ideas to free up more Child-Time to 
help you ensure that every pupil gets the support and 
encouragement they need to make good choices, both 
inside and outside the classroom.

RETHINK 
BEHAVIOUR

Focus on the positive.

TODAY

MEASURE 
THE IMPACT

Review and tweak 
the strategy.

THIS YEAR

WHOLE SCHOOL 
STRATEGY

A consistent policy 
across the school.

NEXT TERM
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What can I do today?

MORE CHILD-
TIME ACTIONS
Rethink behaviour

You know that when pupils are dealing with issues such as 
bereavement and financial difficulty at home, it can have an 
impact on their conduct in school. 

If you haven’t already done so, now is a good time to 
consider refreshing your school’s approach to behaviour 
management to ensure it supports and encourages pupils 
to make good choices.

Separate positive and negative behaviour policies

One option is to separate the rewards and sanctions 
elements of your school’s behaviour policy so they run 
independently of each other so that all children can receive 
acknowledgement when they demonstrate the behaviour 
you want to encourage.

A policy which sees positive behaviour points or rewards 
taken away when a child’s behaviour deteriorates is not 
very motivating for exactly those children you are trying 
to encourage.

You might want to introduce a positive reinforcement 
pocket chart for each class bubble, for example, or 
allocate time at the end of the day when pupils can share 
compliments to help spread positivity and encourage them 
to make good choices in lessons. 

Then think about how you can design a separate policy 
focussed on restorative care and consequences for when 
pupils make poor choices.

Accentuate the positives

Focus on positive behaviour by asking teachers to spend 
some time with their class this week talking about and 
celebrating the positive choices the children have made. 
This could be helping a friend with their work, opening 
the door for an adult or sharing with others. 

Teachers could devote five minutes each day to ask the 
children to write words and phrases on the whiteboard of 
the choices they are most proud of. Or get them to create 
a poster on Friday afternoons to highlight the positivity 
they have witnessed around school during the week. 

The aim is to encourage and motivate children to make 
good choices in the classroom and out in the playground.

Order a copy of ‘A School Without Sanctions’

If you need some inspiration, grab yourself a copy of 
‘A School Without Sanctions’, authored by Steven Baker 
and Mick Simpson, who have worked in education for 
many years, often in challenging schools. 

The book shines a light on some of the reasons why 
problem behaviour occurs and offers a wealth of 
suggestions for non-confrontational behaviour 
management strategies that will provide much 
food for thought in the coming weeks and months.

What shall I work on next term?
Get a whole-school strategy in place 

Arrange a staff meeting to update the school-wide 
behaviour management strategy. As part of this, make 
a clear distinction between what conduct is expected 
in line with the school’s values, what choices should be 
recognised with a reward and what will lead to restorative 
action or non-negotiable consequences. 

You might want to introduce a buddy system to pair pupils 
up with peers who tend to have a positive impact on each 
other in class. Or share the new strategy with parents to 
get them on board and supporting the school from home.

There are many effective non-verbal strategies that you 
could explore too. Take a look at the interesting ideas in this 
blog from Teachwire, which gathers 15 top strategies for 
managing behaviour in primary schools with contributions 
from heads and teachers. 

Having a whole-school plan that’s communicated and 
shared will make it easier to ensure the new policy 
is applied consistently across the school, which is a 
fundamental key to success.
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Expected results
At a time when every school day counts, you want teachers to be able to encourage children to make good choices 
and provide the right support, at the right time, to make a difference. 

The strategies that are effective for encouraging pupils to make good choices in a small, rural infant school may not 
be as successful in a four-form primary located in an inner-city area. So the time you spend understanding the issues 
that children and families face, and shaping a shared strategy that can be delivered consistently in every classroom, 
will be time well spent. 

The ideas we have provided will help you create a positive learning environment for all, ensure teachers have the 
confidence and skills to keep pupils’ engaged and on track and generate more Child-Time for staff across your school.

Support teachers in delivering consistency

Whether your school uses reward charts, badges or golden 
time to reward pupil conduct, it’s a good idea to maintain 
consistency across classes and year groups. That way, 
children don’t need to relearn different rules as they move 
through the school.

Not all staff will have the confidence or experience to deal 
with more serious issues such as stealing or bullying, so 
provide additional CPD or training where necessary. This 
will help teachers to develop the skills to identify when 
pastoral support is appropriate and form go-to strategies 
for encouraging pupils to make good choices. 

Motivate pupils

Put special dates in the school calendar each term to 
celebrate and reward the positive choices being made 
across your school. 

Whether it’s an award for kindness offered to an individual 
child or a badge for most helpful class, it will give everyone 
something to work towards and keep the positive message 
going throughout the school year.

What shall I be working on 
for the rest of the year?
Measure the impact without overloading teachers

You may want to look at some time saving options for 
recording and tracking pupil conduct across the school. 

A behaviour tracking system or one linked to your MIS can 
be quicker and easier to manage and means there’s no 
need for teachers to log out of one system and into another, 
saving more Child-Time. You may also want to link to a 
digital badge or reward system. One example is the Sonar 
Awards system from Juniper Education. Teachers can also 
use it to create awards, which are a great motivator for 
children to make good choices during lessons. 

With a single solution, teachers don’t have to use one 
system to record pupils’ achievement or homework marks, 
then log into a separate database to key in details relating 
to their conduct in lessons, creating More Child-Time in 
the classroom.  

Review and tweak behaviour management strategy

Behaviour strategies that work in 2020/21 may not be as 
effective next year so review policies regularly to ensure 
that low-level disruption and other behavioural issues are 
identified, and that appropriate action is taken to address 
any underlying pastoral issues.
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JUNIPER HORIZONS
THE CHILD-FIRST MIS

The only cloud-based school MIS uniquely engineered to
prioritise and maximise classroom impact

The only MIS designed with the 
classroom in mind

Whole-Child insights and tools for 
teachers

An MIS tailored to your school’s 
needs

Quick and easy to switch in 7 
days or less

More usable high-impact teacher features than any other MIS

Judge for yourself:
Click here to book your demo

https://junipereducation.org/juniper-horizons/


EFFECTIVE SCHOOL 
COMMUNICATIONS
Introduction
One of the biggest problems that any organisation 
faces is how to keep the right people informed, in the 
right way and at the right time. Get it wrong and you 
risk leaving someone out of the loop, while others are 
swamped with calls, meetings and emails.

For any school, effective communication between staff, 
parents and stakeholders such as MAT teams or the 
governing body is a balancing act involving spinning plates 
of confidentiality, safeguarding and compliance – not to 
mention teacher workload.

Good communication has taken on a whole new importance 
in the age of COVID-19, with schools having to keep staff 
and parents informed of any urgent messages relating to 
health matters or changing guidelines.

If you and your staff are spending hours on the end of the 
phone, juggling emails or scrolling through address boxes, 
it may be time to give your communications strategy an 
overhaul. But that needn’t be a scary, time-consuming job.

We have come up with some tips which will help you make 
small changes with big impacts.

If you follow our actions on school communications, 
you will find it a little easier to keep the plates spinning 
and win back more Child-Time across your school.

SURVEY

Do a straw poll of your 
staff on communication 

preferences.

TODAY

CHANGE

Monitor the impact 
seek input and act  
on any outcomes.

THIS YEAR

REVIEW

Create a communication 
flowchart to eliminate 
needless messages.

NEXT TERM
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What can I do today?

MORE CHILD-
TIME ACTIONS
Prepare a straw poll on your internal communications

Internal communications are key to keeping everything 
running smoothly in your school. But if you mark 
every email ‘urgent’, your staff will soon switch off, 
and the genuinely urgent messages get lost in the 
background noise.

It’s also important to consider people’s preferences when 
it comes to communications platforms. Email tends to be 
the mainstay of work communications, but some people 
respond better to text, group chats or a good old-fashioned 
phone call.

Have you done a straw poll recently to find out how staff 
across your school prefer to communicate? We’ve created 
a quick questionnaire you can simply cut and paste on 
to some paper and share with your team at the next 
get-together to help you make a start.

If you have asked colleagues these questions before, 
it might be interesting to see if their responses have 
changed. Is there anything that surprises you or you 
weren’t expecting? 

When you have the responses back, you can decide which 
methods of communication will be standard at your school 
for urgent and non-urgent messages. 

You won’t be able to please everyone, but this will help 
select the best options for the majority.

Explain your rationale to your team, for example you might 
decide to use text as well as a call for an urgent matter.  

Ask your staff to stick with those communications 
channels, if possible, to help you continue to ensure 
communications are effective across your school.

What is the best way to contact you about something urgent? Please circle one box

Email Text message Phone call School app WhatsApp Communication 
platform eg 
Slack (the 
business 
comms tool)

Other 
(please 
specify)

What is the best way to send you information, event announcements and news? Please circle one box

Email Text message Phone call School app WhatsApp Communication 
platform eg 
Slack (the 
business 
comms tool)

Other 
(please 
specify)

Which communications method do you prefer when contacting colleagues? Please circle one box

Email Text message Phone call School app WhatsApp Communication 
platform eg 
Slack (the 
business 
comms tool)

Other 
(please 
specify)
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Expected results
With everyone knowing which person they should contact, when, and what communications channel 
they should use, good communications will become even more efficient and effective in your school.  

And any time you spend looking at your existing technology, streamlining channels and trying out new, 
more useful communication tools will be time well spent. It will help to eliminate lost messages and inbox 
overload and make it easier for everyone to focus on the business of teaching and learning.

Effective communications help everyone to work together towards the same goal, freeing up more Child-Time.

What shall I be working on 
for the rest of the year?
Monitor your communications

Having reviewed your internal communications tools and 
created a flow chart, you will need to monitor how well 
these are working. Don’t be afraid to make changes if 
something isn’t going as well as anticipated.

Ensure communications are reviewed two or three times 
a year in your standard SLT or staff meeting so the 
temptation to add more layers is constantly kept in check.

Focus on the following:

• Talk through how to streamline communications and 
save time  

• Consider the pros and cons of each communication 
platform

• Debate which tools and technologies are good for 
in-school and parental communications

• Discuss the boundaries of how and when platforms 
should be used

This will help you choose the right technology and 
approaches as this will change over time. By consulting 
your staff, you will benefit from their experiences and gain 
their buy-in.

What shall I work on next term?
Draw up a flow chart for your school’s communications 

This will help you get into the habit of triaging to sort 
the urgent from the important, the informative from the 
nice-to-know. It also ensures everyone receives the right 
information in the correct order. And crucially, having a 
process in place for communications saves valuable time.

Different procedures will work for different schools, so we 
haven’t drawn up a flow chart for you. But the main things 
to think about for each of the standard types of internal and 
external information you send are:

• Why is a message is being communicated?

• Who needs to see what, and in which order?

• Should the message be escalated to the SLT, 
head or governors?

• Which tools and technology should be used? 

Bear in mind that less is often more. This applies to both 
the information itself and the technology you use – you 
want to ensure everyone receives the information they 
need but not if that means using 20 different channels to 
do so. Try to streamline communications where possible 
to save staff time.

Having considered all these points, you are ready to create 
a flow chart for in-school and parental communications 
as a guide for staff to use. This will save time passing 
messages from one colleague to another. You can also 
adapt your flow chart to show parents the right person 
to contact in the first instance.
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SUPPORTING 
GOVERNORS
Introduction
We all know the importance of the relationship 
between schools and governors. Both parties have 
a vital role to play in ensuring that children are 
receiving the best education available to them.

Clear and effective communication is key to the 
partnership working. The goal is to have everyone 
informed, working towards the agreed strategy 
and aware of the school’s performance.

However, getting this communication right can be  
time consuming.

In normal times, the collation of reports for governors 
would be incorporated into the school day with any 
additional time already spilling into evenings and weekends. 
In the current climate, with teachers and senior leaders 
already pushed to their maximum, this additional 
communication can seem particularly onerous. 

For this reason, it is an ideal time to examine the exchange 
of information between the SLT, governors and committees 
in your school and ensure it is efficient, effective and less 
time consuming.

The goal is to improve work life balance in the short and 
long term and create more Child-Time for senior leaders 
and teachers.

SET BOUNDARIES

Introduce a policy of timing 
of requests.

Set up message threads.

TODAY

MERGE REPORTING

Set up templates that 
combine different 

reporting requirements.

THIS YEAR

MANAGE MEETINGS

Introduce a defined  
meeting policy.

NEXT TERM
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What can I do today?

MORE CHILD-
TIME ACTIONS
Set a policy on timing of requests

Last-minute requests for data can be disruptive and place 
additional stress on staff, even in the most normal of times. 

Make change happen today by contacting all governors 
and any other stakeholders that are the source of these 
sorts of enquiries. Outline that you want to facilitate the 
job of governors, while avoiding any additional last-minute 
demands on staff time.

Instead, outline a timescale under which you will be able 
to provide information to stakeholders. You may decide a 
three or four-week notice period is a suitable timeframe 
so that few urgent requests are made. 

Ensure that the SLT, and your support staff (including 
your clerk), are aware of this policy. Ask that any 
demands outside of this scope are passed to the 
headteacher or a chosen senior leader who can decide 
whether or not the request should be fulfilled outside 
of the normal timeframes.

Use messaging rather than email

Make use of secure messaging channels that are available 
in your school’s IT systems. Microsoft Teams and Google 
have good options which link to document storage, 
but there are many other systems available. 

Establish a separate information sharing thread for 
governors and the SLT. Let stakeholders know that this 
will be the communication platform to keep all members 
informed. Be sure to communicate the usage policy at the 
same time, be clear what it is for and what it is not for.

Post all reports and data required for a governors’ 
or committee meeting in the relevant group thread, 
which will cut down the need for email.

When a governor contacts the school looking for a 
document they cannot locate, they can be guided to the 
relevant thread. Requests will become fewer over time 
as stakeholders realise they can access most of what 
they need from the thread.

What shall I work on next term?
Define a meeting policy

We have all been there. Those meetings that meander, 
get hijacked, go off topic and blow through allocated time – 
even with an experienced chair this can still happen.

With so little time available, every minute counts so 
now is the time to make sure governor and committee 
meetings are both efficient and highly effective.

Working with your chair, set an agenda that includes 
defined time slots. This could be a reusable template 
document that covers key areas that you want to give 
feedback on in every meeting.

 
Ask that AOB is submitted before the meeting. This will 
help people think about points they wish to raise in advance 
and avoid time being wasted on unnecessary subjects 
and diversions.

Post the full agenda document on your relevant meeting 
thread, complete with timings, so that everyone has access 
to it before the meeting.

Have a moderator to keep the meeting on track and who is 
fully aware of your meeting goals.

If someone wishes to discuss a topic that is not urgent or 
will take you away from the agenda, the moderator can 
politely state that it can be added for discussion in the 
next meeting.
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Expected results
The time spent managing the flow of information between stakeholders and the SLT will pay dividends. 

Developing clear timeframes, meeting structures and templates will make the exchange of information clearer, 
more efficient and less stressful.

Governors will know they have the information they need to serve the school community even more effectively and the 
SLT will be able to focus on creating more Child-Time for their staff.

What shall I be working on 
for the rest of the year?
Merge reports

As well as producing reusable templates for meetings, it is good practice to create templates 
for reporting data to different stakeholders. 

Often SLTs are asked to report similar data to different stakeholders in slightly different formats. Determine whether this 
data can be standardised into one format and one reporting document. 

This single document can then be posted on all relevant meeting threads for stakeholders to scrutinise.
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FINANCE
Liberate more time and 
money to focus where it 

matters most.

HUMAN
RESOURCES
Build better cultures, 

teams, professionals and 
outcomes.

Lose all distractions 
to focus more on the 

strategic.

PAYROLL

We go beyond technology, systems, processes and 
even execution. We see the opportunity to help you do 
more. We cover every pitfall, gap or challenge so you 
know that the HR, Finance and Payroll issues that are 
keeping you awake at night are taken care of.

WITH US
IT’S SORTED.

Contact our team: 0345 200 8600
Visit our website here

https://junipereducation.org/


MANAGING 
YOUR SCHOOL 
THROUGH 
A PANDEMIC
Introduction
Over the previous eight articles, we’ve been sharing 
some great ideas to help you plan short and long term 
strategies to boost pupils’ learning, support all staff 
across your school and free up more Child-Time this 
academic year.

We know that most of your time up until now has focussed 
on meeting social distancing requirements, ensuring 
learning continues – either in class or online – and simply 
running your school well during the pandemic.

So, the focus of our final couple of articles will be on 
providing ideas to help you navigate your school through 
these challenging times.

CATCH-UP PREMIUM

Discuss priorities 
with colleagues.

STEP 1

FOCUS ON READING

Make the school an 
environment that 

encourages the love 
of reading.

STEP 3

INVEST IN STAFF

Be creative with CPD.

STEP 2
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1. Maximise the COVID-19 catch-up premium

2. Invest in staff

MORE CHILD-
TIME ACTIONS

Start a whole-school discussion

Make sure you save hours of planning time by involving 
teachers and staff across your  school in the decisions 
being made on where the catch-up premium should  
be invested.  

Teachers know their pupils better than anyone. Include 
them in the planning of how to use the premium to give 
them ownership of the process. Ask them what their top 
three priorities are and how they can plan to achieve 
them – you’ll quickly get an idea of where to focus time, 
effort and money for maximum impact.

The Education Endowment Foundation’s Guide to 
Supporting School Planning: A Tiered Approach to 
2020-21 will then help you take the next steps. 
It offers a simple framework to help structure 
your plans into three key areas:

• Whole school teaching

• Targeted academic support

• Wider strategies

Teachers want to spend as much time as they can with their pupils, but this is 
certainly not the moment to forget about your staff’s professional development needs. 

Be creative with CPD

Look for professional development opportunities that fit around teaching and learning and 
are delivered remotely so that teachers don’t have to travel. Online courses are a great option. 
We run a number related to managing the Covid-19 pandemic and using the catch-up premium, 
which may be of interest.

The Coronavirus (COVID-19) Catch-Up Premium is being made available this academic year 
to help schools make up for learning lost during school closures because of the pandemic.
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3. Create an environment that   
    encourages a love of reading
A recent report by the National Literacy Trust and 
Puffin shows some really positive trends in children reading 
more (up by 35%) and enjoying reading more (a 28% rise) 
during lockdown than was the case before.

Research also indicates that the longer children hold on 
to an enjoyment of reading, the greater the benefits are 
in the classroom. 10-year-olds who enjoy reading, for 
example, have a reading age 1.3 years higher than their 
peers who do not enjoy reading and this gap increases 
as they get older.

It’s not a news flash that reading opens the door to 
the whole curriculum and develops pupils’ knowledge 
and vocabulary. 

Take half an hour out of your day to walk around your 
school to check how reading-friendly the environment 
is. Focus especially on book corners and your library 
space – are your pupils making good use of them? 
Offering appealing spaces to access and read books 
tempts even the most reluctant readers. 

Get some inspiration from the Book Trust on making 
school libraries fun, safe places to be during COVID-19. 

Make sure teachers have access to good quality 
resources too.

Here are a couple of ideas from us:

• Reading Comprehension Question Cards help staff 
structure and organise active and useful reading 
comprehension sessions aligned with National 
Curriculum learning outcomes for each year group 
from 1-6.

• Resources to Support the Teaching of Phonics offer 
a range of practical resources that support the teaching 
of phonics.

You can arrange one of our Primary English professional 
development staff meetings too, which can be delivered 
virtually by experienced English teachers.

Expected results
This is an academic year like no other and your school will be doing things very differently for some time 
yet as we continue to weather the storm of COVID-19. 

By investing your school’s catch up funding in initiatives that are effective and ensuring teachers have the 
skills they need to drive progress forward, you can make the most of your Child-Time across the school.
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HELPING PUPILS 
SUCCEED IN 
A PANDEMIC
Introduction
Home learning hasn’t just been a challenge for parents. 
Children familiar with the habits and routines of school 
have had to contend with losing the social aspect 
of going to school, the interaction and expertise of 
their teachers, the practical nature of some lessons and 
of course, their own parents’ interpretation of 
the national curriculum!

In addition, those entering critical stages of their learning 
have had to cope with the anxiety and uncertainty of 
exam results and how the pandemic will affect their 
future learning and career. 

In the final article of our guide to free up more Child-Time, 
we want to help you ensure pupils at your school catch up 
with any learning they may have missed and inspire your 
children to achieve all they are capable of this year.

DON’T TEST, TALK

Take a softer approach 
to assessment.

STEP 1

BRING THE WORLD 
TO THE CLASSROOM

Make the school library 
a source of wonder.

STEP 3

HARNESS PUPIL 
AND PARENT POWER

Engage the school council.
Strengthen home-school 

links.

STEP 2
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1. Don’t test, talk

2. Harness pupil and parent power

MORE CHILD-
TIME ACTIONS
There are some really quick and easy ways for teachers to monitor pupil progress and assess their wellbeing that 
save time and help ensure every child is ready to learn. 

Take a softer approach to assessment

Launch a ‘softer assessment’ policy where teachers are encouraged to have regular conversations with individual pupils 
about how they feel they are getting on at school. 
This will not only create more Child-Time, but also enable teachers to check on pupils’ emotional wellbeing.

A maths quiz or quick-fire question time on a specific topic such as mammals at the end of the school day is another great 
way for teachers to quickly spot any gaps in knowledge that can be recapped in the next lesson. 

Pupils and parents have an important role to play in 
helping you to shape successful strategies to close the 
achievement gap and ensure a happy, healthy school 
environment for all.

Engage the school council

Your school council is a valuable asset that can help you 
understand where to focus time, effort and resources to 
boost pupils’ achievement and support their wellbeing. 

Take a look at the Smart School Councils Community 
website, where you will find a wealth of guidance on how 
to involve your pupils in decision-making and get the most 
from your school council. 

Strengthen home-school links

Through the uncertainty of the next few months, ongoing 
engagement with parents and carers is crucial to ensuring 
pupils continue to flourish. 

One way to do this is to provide parents with a selection 
of easy-to-use resources at home so they can support 
their child’s progress. The best ones are those linked 
to key national curriculum aims and those which 
support wellbeing. 

We have gathered a selection of free home learning 
resources that may be useful here.  

If you want something more structured, we have produced 
a set of over 100 resources available offline and online to 
help you build stronger home-school links. The collection 
gives you a flexible and cost-effective way to help parents 
support their children’s progress from the kitchen table. 
Find out more here.

Now is the time to unlock the power of your whole school community to help you drive learning forward.
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Expected results
Schools across the country have truly stepped up to the plate to ensure that every child gets the support they need to 
make good progress – academically and emotionally. 

By using some of the time saving tips we have shared, your school will emerge from the current crisis stronger than ever 
as more time becomes available to spend focused on children.

3. Bring the world to the classroom

A museum in pupils’ hands

Your library or book corner is a way to extend learning 
and develop imaginations. Carefully curated fiction and 
non-fiction books bring a subject to life and most children 
will devour any text on a subject they are interested in. 

Podcasts should not be forgotten as children learn 
without realising it while developing their vocabulary 
and storytelling skills. The You’re Dead to Me show 
is a favourite.

There are some great online walks through history 
courtesy of the social media teams at many of the UK’s 
historical buildings, including this great wander through 
Henry VIII’s Hampton Court.

Schools in Essex, Hertfordshire and Suffolk can also take 
advantage of our Artefact Loan Boxes which can bring the 
museum into your classroom and give children of all ages 
the opportunity to see, touch and use historical and cultural 
objects that they would not otherwise get the chance to 
connect with right now. 

You can recreate the experiences of people who lived 
through the Great Fire of London using replicas of the 
tableware and currency of the time. Or get pupils to 
re-enact the life, sport and experiences of the ancient 
Greeks with the help of a Greek soldier’s helmet or 
personalised athlete’s discus. 

If you are not in one of these areas, please do get in 
touch so we can endeavour to make our fantastic 
bank of resources available to you.

School visits are not possible at the moment, but you can bring the curriculum to life in other ways.
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p07mdbhg/episodes/downloads
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MOBILE
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
Over 130 staff development courses for education 
professionals, designed for on-demand, convenient training.

Our collection of modules from Teaching and Learning 
to Statutory Duties are a cost-effective way of ensuring 
everyone from trainee teachers to school leaders can access 
expert training all year long.

Request a free trial here

https://junipereducation.org/mobile-professional-development-collection/


USE OUR 
TEAM TO 
HELP YOURS 
Juniper Education shares your belief that no child should be left behind. It has never 
been more important to focus on the individual pupil and we can help you achieve 
this by freeing you up to make a difference to children’s lives. 

The team at Juniper have worked in schools themselves and understand the 
challenges school leaders face. We can help you:

• Identify gaps in learning 

• Track pupil progress in the curriculum

• Provide staff training to help accelerate learning

• Manage your school’s finance, payroll and human resources

• Support staff wellbeing

• Spend less time on meaningless administration

Educational inequalities? Not on our watch

Juniper Education provides complete answers for schools, with the right 
combination of technology and supporting services to assist you and your school 
team. Our educational experts know how to help your school accelerate out of the 
Covid-19 crisis. We can ensure you meet the challenge of the 2020/21 academic 
year, when focusing on what really counts will never be more important.

More information and a wealth of support, advice and guidance for school leaders, 
teachers and parents, please visit our regularly updated coronavirus pages 
dedicated to keeping your school running effectively 
https://bit.ly/30NkYJw

To discuss how we can help with your school’s Covid-19 exit strategy, please 
contact us on 0345 200 8600 or email enquiries@junipereducation.org
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